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The Vancouver condo of up-and-coming 
designer Emma Comesotti is dressed 
for the holidays in glitz and glam – a 
reflection of her home’s everyday style.

TexT laura muir  |  phoTography kim christie

A homemade wreath 
hung from a wide satin 
ribbon complements  
the dining room’s sleek, 
glamorous look. “It was 
an evening-long craft 
project made with 
inexpensive white and 
silver ornaments, a foam 
form and my hot-glue 
gun,” says homeowner 
and designer emma 
comesotti. “I couldn’t  
find one in the right 

colours, so I decided  
to make my own.” 
design, Philosophy Design, 
philosophydesign.ca; Silver 
Fox 2108-50 wall painT 
(throughout, except bed- 
room), benjamin moore; 
romo wallpaper, 
AnneStarr; dining Table, 
calligaris; end chairs, 
parsons chairs, mirror, 
Philosophy Design; pen- 
danT lighT, Jonathan Adler; 
dinner plaTes, Pottery 
barn; Vietri salad plaTes, 
chintz & company.
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“i’m a wrapping 
fiend!” admits emma 

comesotti. in fact, 

above emma (shown 
here) fell in love with this 
condo’s open-concept 
floor plan, which makes 
for relaxed entertaining.

left rather than placing 
a single floral arrangement 
in the middle of the table, 
emma opted for a group- 
ing of vases filled with pink 
peonies and green berries.

right a trifle dish serves 
as a simple punch bowl.  
a gold-etched moroccan  
tea glass used as a tea- 
light holder adds glitz  
to the drinks display.

a mix of modern and 
vintage-look ornaments 
suits the condo’s con- 
temporary classic style 
and grey, warm white  
and chartreuse colour 
scheme. a couple of  
faux sheepskins act  
as a sophisticated tree 
skirt. “i’ve never liked  
the way a traditional tree 
skirt looks, so this is an 
inexpensive solution, and 
it adds a lot of texture 
and interest,” says emma.

sofa, oTToman, Philosophy 
Design; hand-knotted rug, 
2nd century rug co.; 
drapery, shapeshifters 
Design; ikat Toss cushion 
fabric, Dedar; Designers 
Guild floral Toss cushion 
fabric, annestarr; Table 
lamp, kartell; arTwork, 
Patricia larsen; Tray,  
shine by s.h.o.; clear glass 
ornamenTs (in bowl on 
tray), 18karat; faux sheep- 
skins (used as tree skirt), 
ikea; pine cone orna-
menTs, the Bay; green and 
bird ornamenTs, liberty.

her gifts are so beautifully wrapped, they often put their recipients into a bit of a  
predicament. “When I give people their gift, they say ‘It’s so perfect, I don’t want  
to open it!’” This comes as no surprise. This designer and co-owner of Vancouver 

design firm Philosophy Design is able to draw from an abundance 
of expertise and apply an eye for all things elegant, whether she’s 
putting up decorations, hosting a holiday dinner party or simply 
wrapping presents (which is done while she’s watching her 
favourite holiday movies).

Emma’s 1,040-square-foot Yaletown condo in Vancouver,  
which she shares with her husband, Roy, and their Siamese  
cat, Mia, show cases a luxurious contemporary classic aesthetic. 
Straight lines offset curvaceous pieces; intriguing pattern  
creates interest; a few organic touches add texture; and a  
palette featuring grey and warm white, with hits of chartreuse, 
silver and gold, is both glamorous and soft. 

Their sophisticated condo (decorated by both Emma and Roy  
when they moved in almost five years ago) ended up inspiring a 
new holiday look for Emma. “I’ve always been a big fan of silver at 
Christmas,” she says. “But when I moved into this place, I added  
in some gold and white and green.” She mixes sleek, modern 
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Because the kitchen is 
open to the living and 
dining areas, the island 
provides a convenient 
spot to lay out appetizers 
or, in this case, create  
a sweets spread for a 
dinner party (also shown 

opposite, centre). “it’s  
nice to have the dessert 
situated where every- 
one can see it and look 
forward to it,” says emma. 
along with the drinks and 
treats (like candy canes, 
truffles, caramel corn and 

pecans), emma decorates 
the island with candles,  
an intriguing shell bowl  
of ornaments and 
cymbidium orchids for  
an inviting, finished look.

armchair, Philosophy 
Design; side Table, Brent 

comber; floor lamp, oly; 
Trifle dish, cookworks; 
glittered ornamenTs  
(in bowl opposite, centre), 
chintz & company; 
champagne buckeT 
(opposite, centre), liberty. Small-space living 

doesn’t keep Emma 
Comesotti from pull-

ing out all the stops 
during the holidays.
Here are her tips for
entertain-

ing in a 
small space.

forgo The formal dinner parTy. 
“Don’t worry about attempting to do  
a sit-down dinner and having a large 
group of people all crammed into a 
small dining room. instead, scatter  

some nibbles on a kitchen island or  
dining table and host a casual cocktail 
party where people can move freely 

throughout the entire space.”

decoraTe more Than jusT The 
Tree. “When decorating for a holiday 
gathering, don’t just focus on the main 

living areas. in a small space, people 
inevitably catch glimpses into most 

rooms, so you want to give your whole 
house a cohesive feel by sprinkling  
festive elements in the entryway,  

the bathroom and so on.”

go double duTy. “having a tray on 
an ottoman serves as a spot to display 

items and a place for guests to set 
down their plates of food and drinks.  
an ottoman offers extra seating, too.”

use all your surfaces. “take 
advantage of extra surfaces. if you put 
food and drinks on the kitchen island 
as well as the dining table, you’ll draw 
guests throughout the space rather 

than create a bottleneck in one area.”
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a stack of presents in the 
same colour scheme as 
the master bedroom says 
holiday in a subtle yet 
sophisticated way. a 
sparkly silver bird clipped 
to the ribbon references 
the mirrored nightstand 
and gold and white wall- 
paper (shown at left), 
while acorns hanging  
from the jewellery tree 
(shown at right) exemplify  
emma’s penchant for add- 
ing touches of whimsy. 

chair, Philosophy Design; 
side Table, jewellery 
Tree, liberty; acorn 
ornamenTs, Walrus.

elements like the  
graphic gold and white 
wallpaper, tufted head- 
  board, mirrored night-
stands and faux fur throw 
give the master bedroom 
a luxurious, glamorous 
aesthetic that’s reflective 
of the rest of the condo. 

Nina campbell wallpaper, 
Designers Guild bolsTer 
fabric, annestarr; tufted 
headboard, Philosophy 
Design; mirrored nighT-
sTand, urban Barn; Table 
lamp, arteriors; faux fur 
Throw, homesense.

ornaments with distressed ones that offer a vintage vibe and includes  
a few from her childhood. “I like to mix old and new,” says Emma. “It’s 
important to reflect your personality and the spirit of the holidays – not 
give it all up just in favour of a certain look.”

She keeps this sentiment in mind when hosting holiday gatherings – 
everything from large cocktail parties to intimate dinners. Instead of 
using the expected poinsettias or paperwhites, for instance, Emma 
places bright fuchsia peonies (typically a spring flower) liberally around 
the condo when preparing for a family dinner. “Both Roy and I love 

peonies,” says Emma, “and I think it’s pretty to have a little pop of this pinky-purple colour with the more neutral palette.” 
Before guests arrive, Emma ensures that unique Christmassy touches are incorporated throughout the space. A wreath of silver and white  

ornaments that Emma made herself adds sparkle in the dining room; a couple of faux sheepskins serve as an unexpected tree skirt; and gifts 
piled on a chair look charming in the master bedroom. It’s a setting so perfectly polished and festive, it might create yet another Christmastime 
quandary: Guests may not want to leave!

for sources, see our WorkBook


